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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Purpose of Dissertation 
Let 
F  :  I x U c R x R ^ ^  
where F has suflBcient regularity for all computations performed. The equation 
(1.1) F(t,î,((),y'(i))=0 
is called a differential-algebraic (D/A) equation or a differential-algebraic system. A 
function y is said to be a solution of (1.1) on J x £/" if it satisfies the equation for t 
in the interval I. 
The initial value problem for .differential-algebraic equations is equation (1.1) along 
with the initial condition y(iQ) = vq where I is of the form [ig, T]. 
Numerical methods which can be used to solve D/A systems include Runge Kutta 
(RK) methods. In all cases up to now, the theory has been worked out only for 
methods whose RK matrix is nonsingular. In this dissertation, we introduce a class of 
RK methods whose RK matrix is singular, but which can be used to solve D/A systems. 
This class will be referred to as Runge Kutta methods of special type. Methods of this 
type are shown to be well-defined, and conditions on the coeflScients are derived which 
assure convergence of a given order for constant coefficient problems in Chapter 2. In 
Chapter 3, similar results are given for problems which are uniform index 1, a term 
which is defined at the beginning of Chapter 3. 
Work has been done in this area using a type of multistep method known as Backward 
Differentiation Formulae (BDF). We look here to RK methods for two main reasons. 
First, from work of Petzold's [18], we see that a t-step BDF has a starting problem. 
Not only does it have the usual starting problem of requiring another method to supply 
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accurate starting values for the first k approximations to j/(<), it is inaccurate for 
an additional number of steps related to the order of the method and the type of 
problem. This same sort of inaccuracy also occurs whenever the stepsize changes. 
Since the primary method for controlling the errror is changing stepsize, this is a 
serious restriction. 
Second, Gear [10] states that systems of this type usually appear in practice with a 
subsystem of differential equations which are stiff. It is known from Dahlquist's work 
[5] that multistep methods cannot be yl-stable for order above 2, and for higher orders, 
the stability region of a BDF [9] shrinks. This is not a problem with RK methods. 
Although RK methods which have a singular matrix have previously been overlooked, 
they allow us to gain an order of accuracy over previous methods for the type of problem 
in Chapter 3 when using the computationally efficient lower triangular RK methods. 
This in fact was the motivation behind exploring these kinds of methods. 
1.2. Classification of Problems 
D/A systems have been classified according to an integer called the global index of 
the system. The following definition comes from Gear [11]: 
The index of (1.1) is zero if is nonsingular. In principle, in this case (1.1) can 
be inverted into the explicit ODE y' = /(y^t) and (1.1) is called an implicit ODE. 
If the index of (1.1) is not zero, then consider the following set of equations: 
y? 2/ ) — 0 
as a system of equations in the dependent variables y', ..., where each 
yU)  is treated as independent of y(^) for k  j  and of y^ .  If for some a, the system 
(1.2) can be solved for y'{y,t), (i.e., not involving y(^),... ,!/('^'^^)) then the system 
has an index, and the index is defined as the smallest s for which this can be done. 
As an example, let y = (î/i,î/2)^ and consider 
^^y'l + <^2 ~ 
•^(^> »» J/ / — 1 n n 
+ Î/2 - 1 
^ !/  y )  '^ 
Here the index is not zero, since has a last row of zeroes. 
ay' 
Consider the system: 
e^y'l + ty2 — sin(<) = 0 
^1 ^2 ~ ^ ~ ^ 
e*i/2 + +y2+ ty^^ - cos(<) = 0 
22/lî/i + 21/21/2 = 0. 
Using the first and last equations, we can solve for j/^ 1/2 ^ functions of y and t 
to arrive at: 
y' = y2sin(0 
^ y2®* - *2/1 
yt ^ -yi sin(0 
2  y^e^  - t y i  
4 
provided that y2 is not Thus, in a neighborhood of a point where J/2®^ ""'^1 
not zero, differentiating the entire system once allowed us to solve for this 
neighborhood the system has index 1. 
Alternate definitions of the index will be developed for special types of D/A systems, 
and these definitions will be shown to be equivalent to this definition when both apply. 
The index, as we have just defined it, has also been referred to as the global index by 
some authors, and we will use that terminology to mean this definition of index when 
there might be confusion. 
DEFINITION: A constant coefficient D/A system is a system of the form 
0 = Ay '{ i )  4- By{ i )  +  g{ t )  
where A and B are constant matrices. 
DEFINITION: The local index of the D/A system (1.1) at a point is the 
global index of the constant coefficient system: 
0 = Ay\ t )  +  By{ t )  
where A = and B = both evaluated at the point 
It is clear that the local index of a constant coefficient problem is the same as its 
global index. 
1.3. An Example of a D/A System Arising in Electrical 
Circuit Analysis 
Differential-algebraic equations occur naturally whenever the governing physical prin­
ciples for a problem include differential and algebraic relationships between variables. 
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In such a situation the differentiated variables are usually associated with the energy 
state of the system, and are referred to as state variables. All other variables are 
referred to as nonstate variables. 
As an example, in the analysis of electrical networks, inductor currents and capacitor 
voltages are a measure of the amount of energy stored in these devices. These appear 
as diiferentiated variables when a network is analyzed because the voltage current 
relationship for an inductor is and the voltage current relationship of the 
capacitor is ic — where the ' denotes differentiation with respect to time. Resistors 
do not store energy and we note that no differentiation is needed in the voltage current 
relationship: vr = Rir' The variables and Vc are state variables and the variables 
Vr and zV are nonstate variables. 
ELECTRIC CIRCUIT EXAMPLE: 
Differential/algebraic systems may arise from the analysis of electric circuits, me­
chanical systems, and control problems. (See for example [10].) 
For a simple example of such a system arising in circuit analysis, consider the fol­
lowing circuit where vj, JZg, R4, eg, eg are known. 
— "f" 
u 
/L ^ ^ 
Applying Kirchoff's Voltage Law around the two loops and applying Kirchoff's Cur­
rent Law gives: 
*1 + *2 -*3 = 0 
—v^ — ug + ^2 = 0 
«1 —1*2 — ^3 = 0. 
Using the device characteristics of the resistors to substitute for «2 and U4 and of 
the capacitors to substitute for 22 and 13 yields the system: 
4 - C34 + ^5^5 = ^ 
-^^5^4: - ^5 + h^2 = 0 
uj  — i \R2 — ^3 = 0. 
In matrix form we have 
-C3 
0 
0 
C5 0 
•JR4C5 0 
0 0 
'Ï 
Ln J 
0  0 - 1 "  VI " 0 • 
0 1 -R2 ^5 + 0 
—1 0 — ^^2 j l .  y i .  
This system has index 1. 
It should be noted that in this example one could solve for the nonstate variables 
in terms of the state variables and substitute the result into the state equations to 
obteiin a pure differential system. In principle, this could be done for any differential-
algebraic system. However, this approach would be difficult if not impossible for large 
complicated systems since it requires the analytic solution to an under-determined 
system of possibly nonlinear equations. 
1.4. The Constant Coefficient Problem 
Many of the difficulties which arise in solving D/A systems are encountered for simple 
constant coefficient problems. In this section we show how problems of this type can 
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be converted into two decoupled systems, one an ODE system, the other a system of 
the form Ny\t) 4- y(t) = /(<) where N has a special form. If we define a Jordan zero 
block to be a square matrix with ones on its subdiagonal and zeroes elsewhere, then N 
is the direct sum of Jordan zero blocks. In section 2 this will be used to show that the 
order of convergence of certain types of Runge-Kutta methods can be studied in terms 
of this canonical form of the problem. 
The following theorem shows that the index of a constant coefficient problem is 
invariant under equivalence transformations of the matrix pencil. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let A, B be constant matrices. Assume 
(1.3) Az^ t )  + Bz( t )  = 0. 
has index m. Let P and Q be invertible constant matrices; then the system 
(1.4) PAQy' i t )  +  PBQyi t )  = 0 
has index m. 
PROOF: A is nonsingular iff PAQ is nonsingular, so m = 0, iff system (1.4) has 
index 0. 
If m is not 0, then the system 
Ay(i+1) + SyO") =0 j = 0,1,..., m 
can be solved for y' = f ( t ,  y ) .  Since we are solving a linear constant coefficient homo­
geneous system, y' = /(<, y) = Cy for some matrix C. But then the system 
PAQz(j+^) + PBQz^j) =0 i = 0,1,..,, m 
has the solution J  — CQ~^z .  This can be seen by premultiplying the previous system 
by P and post-multiplying A and B by the identity in the form of QQ~^. Thus (1.4) 
has an index, call it n, and 0 < n < m. 
Since n is not 0, the system 
+ PBQzO) = 0 i = 0,1,..., n 
can be solved for = /(<, z ) .  Since we are solving a linear constant coefficient homo­
geneous system, z' — g{t, z) — Dz for some matrix D. But then the system 
_4y0+l) 4. =0 J = 0,1,,.., n 
has the solution y' = DQz.  This can be seen by pre-multiplying the previous system 
by P~^.  Thus  m <n.  
Since in every case m < n < m, we have m = n. 
THEOREM 1.2. The index of 
Ml 8^2) 1  + {Bi  ® B2)  yi LZ/2J 
is the maximum of the indices of the two systems = 0 and ^23/2'*'-^22/2 — 
0. 
PROOF; The matrix (AJ @ AG) is nonsingular iff the two matrices A-^ and A2 are 
nonsingular. Thus the original system has index zero iff both subsystems have index 0. 
If the index is greater than zero, then a linear system must be solved for y' to find the 
index. Since the original linear system decouples, the differentiated system decouples 
also. Thus the index of the system is the maximum of the indices of the subsystems. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let N be an r by r constant nilpotent matrix of nilpotency index r > 1. 
Then  the  index  o f  the  sys tem Ny \ t )  =  y  i s  r .  
PROOF: Without loss of generality, assume N is in lower Jordan form; otherwise, let S 
be a nonsingular matrix for which SNS~^ is in lower Jordan form and apply Theorem 
1.1 with P = S and Q — S~^ to obtain a system of the desired form. 
Since N is singular, the index is greater than 0. Thus we consider the system 
iVyO"+l) ^ yU) j = 0,1,..., 5. 
Looking at components, we see that 
for J = 0,1,..., s 
y^k+1^ = Vk^ = y ^ k - 1^ for ; = 1,2,..., a and fc = 1,2,..., r 
and 
j/p) = 0 for j = 0,1,...,5. 
The only way to solve for is via the chain of equations 
Vr 
This means that if the system is to be solved for as a. function of y and <, we must 
have s > r, so the index is at least r. 
In addition, for any 1 < A: < r, we have 
Thus, if we can solve for we can solve for any y^\ t = 1,2,..., r, so the index 
does not exceed r. 
Therefore, the index of the system is r. 
The following is the definition of a regular matrix pencil [8]. 
DEFINITION: A pencil of matrices A + crB is called regular if A and B are square 
matrices of order n, and det(A + crB) is not identically zero. 
The following theorem [8] establishes a canonical form for a regular matrix pencil. 
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THEOREM 1.4. For every regular pencil A -|- crB there exist invertible matrices P and 
Q independent of a, and square matrices C and N such that 
P(A 4- arB)Q = C d 0 0 J + <TJV 
where N is a direct sum of Jordan zero blocks. 
The block diagonal form is referred to as the Kronecker canonical form for the matrix 
pencil A + 
From the the above theorem, we see that we must have 
PBQ = I 0 
0 N and PAQ — 
C 0 
0 I 
We define the index of the regular pencil A + o'B as follows. If B is nonsingulax , the 
index is zero. If B is singular, the index is the index of nilpotency of the matrix N in 
the Kronecker canonical form of the matrix pencil. 
This allows us to state the following theorem which connects the index of a matrix 
pencil to the index of a D/A system. 
THEOREM 1.5. Let B + a A be a regular matrix pencil, then the index of the constant 
coefficient system Ay\t) + B(y(t) — g{t) is the index of the matrix pencil B + crA. 
PROOF: Apply Theorems 1.1 to 1.3. 
1.5. History of the Problem 
In 1971, Gear [10] suggested that mixed systems of differential and algebraic systems 
of equations need not be converted by hand to systems of differential equations before 
using a numerical algorithm. Numerical algorithms for solving such mixed systems did 
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not yet exist, and Gear developed a scheme using Backward Differentiation Formulae 
(BDF). The fact that such methods were implicit did not present a problem since 
his experience suggested to him that the algebraic equations were usually coupled to 
systems of stiff ODEs, which would require an implicit method anyway. 
Since Gear's paper, several authors have published papers on this topic. The first 
group of papers used BDF formulae. Because of difficulties with the BDF formulae, 
later authors investigated RK formulae. Until a recent paper by Deuflhard, Hairer, 
Zugck [7] on extrapolation methods, these were the only numerical techniques suggested 
in the literature. A short discussion of these two methods follows. For a more extensive 
discussion of BDF and RK methods as they apply to ODEs, the interested reader is 
referred to [9], [15]. 
We now define a k-step BDF method for an initial value ODE 
/(O = /(<>!/)> y(2b) = j/o-
Given yg» • • • ' î/fc-l» 
solve for yn in 
k—1 
î/n = ^jyn-j + hbQf{tn,yn), 
j=l 
where yn  is an approximation to y{ tn) ,  and f { tn ,yn)  is an approximation to y\tn). 
To apply this to the initial value D/A problem: 
y)y ' { t )  =  9{ i ,  y )  y (2b)  =  yo ,  
with A{t ,y )  singular, we cannot arrive at an approximation for y\tn) so easily. What 
can be done is to solve for hhQy[i in 
fc—1 
yn= ^ jyn- j  + 
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to get 
k-1 
^^QVn = yn-^ ^jVu-j-
j=l  
We then use this in 
A{tn,yn)hbQyn = hbQg{tn,yn) 
to get ( ^-1 \ 
A{in,yn) I î/n - 2_/ ^jyn-l I = hbQg(tn,yn)' 
\  j=l J 
This strategy was employed in Gear's original paper [10] and also in [17], [18], [12], 
[13]. 
Recently, several authors have looked at using Runge Kutta (RK) formulae to solve 
D/A systems. This process is given below. 
For an initial value ODE problem 
/(O = /(^. y\ y(2o) 
one solves 
9 
— yn h ^ , Î = 1,2,..., ç, 
J=1 
where k^ j = is an approximation to uses these values in a 
formula which advances the approximate solution from yn to yji^\ by setting 
yn-\-l=yn+hY^hjk^^j. 
i=i 
The way in which this is done gives rise to two different, but equivalent forms. In 
the first, we eliminate the ^ to get: 
/ f yn h a^jk^j 1 , i = 1 , 2,. . . ,  g, 
V i=i / 
13 
and then we use this in 
9 
2/n+l = Vn-\r h 
j=l 
The above is referred to as the form'. 
In the second form, we eliminate the y to get 
Q 
yn,i ~ Vn ^ ^  )  z  =  1 , 2 , . . . ,  g ,  
j=l 
and we use this in q 
yn+1 + bj f { tn j , yn j ) -
i=i 
The above is referred to as the 'j/ form'. 
Similarly, if one is solving the initial value D/A problem 
then we have 
and 
y)y ' { t )  =  y) ,  y{To)  =  yo  
~ ^ ^ y '  Î  — 1,2, . . . ,  Ç, 
j=l 
' ynj )^n , j  ~  d i^n j ' ynj )• 
Since A(t ,y )  is singular, we cannot eliminate k^^j, but if the RK matrix (a^ 
nonsingular, we can solve for 
^n,l 
.^n,q 
and use this in 
0 
M^n,q iyn ,q)  
^n,l — yn 
) ® I r  
.yn,q ~ yn. 
0 'Vn,! - yn' 
^ ® Ir • = h 
.yn,i - yn. .9iin,q, yn,q) 
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This scheme has been considered by several authors, see [19], [2], [21], and [14], [6]. All 
of these authors have assumed that A is nonsingular. 
Implicit Runge-Kutta methods are computationally expensive to use since in general 
for a system of r D/A equations they require the simultaneous solution of gr equations. 
For this reason, a lower triangular RK matrix is useful because the qr equations can 
be solved r equations at a time reducing the computation time by a factor of 
For index 1 problems a lower bound for the order of convengence has been found for 
RK methods whose RK matrix is invertible. In 1986, [19] showed that in such a case, 
the order of convergence of the RK method is at least min(&^, kj+1) where is order 
of convergence of the RK method when applied to ODEs, and where kj = max {k : 
the Butcher conditions C(k) and B(k) hold}. (The Butcher condition [4] C(z) for a 
g stage RK method is that = c^ /k  for z = 1,2,... and k  <  z ,  and the 
j=l 
Butcher condition B(z)  is that ^ = 1/k for  k  <  z . )  It is possible to construct 
i=l 
a RK method whose matrix is lower triangular and nonsingular, but the method can 
satisfy the Butcher condition C(l) at best. If a RK method with lower triangular 
matrix satisfies C(l) then c\ = and if it satisfies C(2) then ^ = 0. Thus 
the first row of the RK matrix is zero, and so the matrix must be singular. 
This implies that for a nonsingular lower triangular RK matrix, Petzold's conver­
gence theorem only guarantees convergence of order 2. This fact was noted by Petzold 
in reference to DIRK methods and demonstrated by simple computational examples. 
Since we can satsify the Butcher condition C(2) for a RK method whose matrix is lower 
triangular if we allow the matrix to be singular, it is natural to ask whether the results 
of Petzold's paper can be extended to RK methods with singular matrix. The answer is 
"yes" ; however some constraints must be added to ensure that the discretized problem 
has a solution, and to ensure convergence of this solution to the solution of the D/A 
system. 
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Since it was noticed that a method which satisfies at least C(2)  and whose RK matrix 
is lower triangular must have a first row which is zero, we are particularly interested 
in methods whose matrix has a first row of zero. In the final chapter, we present the 
results of numerical experiments on some D/A problems in the literature with a method 
of this type which has a lower triangular matrix. 
Another method for solving D/A systems by using extrapolation methods has been 
proposed [7]. The authors have produced a code which they call LIMEX and compared 
this code to the BDF codes DDASSL [7] and LSODI, which were produced by Petzold 
and Hindmarsh respectively, in solving chemical combustion problems. They showed 
their code to be superior to LSODI on D/A systems and comparable to DDASSL. 
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2. NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF CONSTANT COEFFICIENT PROBLEMS 
VIA RK METHODS 
2.1. Separation of Analysis to that of 
Canonical Forms 
To study the numerical solution we need to study only Ny^  y  =  g( t ) .  Let A,  B ,  P ,  Q 
be r X r matrices, and let P and Q be nonsingular. Consider the problems: 
(2.1) Ay\ t )  -j- By{ t )  =  g{ t )  
and 
(2.2) PAQ z'{t) + PBQ z{t) = Pg{t). 
Discretize both (2.1) and (2.2) using the same q stage RK method and stepsize A, and 
use an initial point {tmyn^yn) for (2.1) and {tn,zn,zn) (2.2) where zn = Q~^yn 
and Zn = Q~^yn. We then arrive at the discretizations: 
(2.3a) ^ K , k ^ ^ n , k  =  9 ( i n , k )  k  =  l , 2 , . . . , q  
(2.3b) ^n,k ~ Vn ^ ^kj^nj k = 1,2,... ,q 
j=l 
and 
(2.4) 
PAQ + PBQ — Pg{ t j ^^y . )  k  — \ ,2 , . . . ,q  
Q 
^n,k = ^ ri + h^aj^jZ'^j k = l,2,...,q. 
j=l 
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THEOREM 2.1. There is a 1-to-l correspondence between the solution set of (2.3) and 
the solution set of (2.4). 
PROOF; By direct calculation, one can verify that if (1^  is an element of 
the solution set of (2.3), then is an element of the solution set of 
(2.4). Conversely, if is an element of the solution set of (2.4), then 
(Q~^Zyj jj.) is an element of the solution set of (2.3). Therefore, the two 
solution sets are in 1-to-l correspondence. 
The above theorem allows us to study the numerical solution of all constant coefficient 
problems  by  mere ly  s tudying  the  canonica l  fo rms  y '  =  Cy 4-  f { t )  and  Ny^  + y =  g{ t )  
where JV is a Jordan zero block. This is the case because if A and B are the coefficients 
of y' and y respectively, we can transform the matrix pencil {A,B) to the canonical 
form ( I 0 • c o 0 :i) 
where TV is a direct sum of Jordan zero blocks, and apply the previous theorem. 
This result is useful even though we may not have Q explicitly. For example, suppose 
that we know that a RK method has order of accuracy for ODE's and that the order 
of accuracy for the method when applied to problems of the form Nrv' y = g{t) is 
fca,r where r is the size of the Jordan zero block Nr. Suppose further that {A,B) is 
equivalent to (i; 0 C 0 Nr_  ? 0 I ) •  
Then the order of accuracy of the method for the problem Ay^  + By = f ( t )  is 
min(fc^, ka,r) since 
Q — 1 0{h^d)  0{h^a ,r ) .  = max ^0{h^d), 0{h^a, r)j 
Since we need only look at the problem iVy'(t) + y{ t )  =  g{ t ) ,  where iV is a Jordan 
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zero block, to find the discretization error, it is helpful to know the exact solution to 
this problem. 
CLAIM: The solution of the problem Ny'{ t )  +  y( t )  =  g( t )  is 
(2,5) y( t )  =  ^  
k=0 
where TV is a Jordan zero block of size v. 
PROOF: Let y j ,  y j ,  and gj  be the components of y( t ) ,  y ' ( t )  and g{ t )  respectively. 
Rewriting the problem, we see that y(i) = g(t) — Ny\i). Thus we have 
n = <^1 
and 
y j j ^ . l=  g j+l -y ' j ,  j = l,2,...,r-1. 
But since yj = gj — ywe have 
If we keep substituting for y 
J-1  
but since y^ ' = we have 
J 
i  = 1,2, . . . ,  u -1.  
k=0 
This is expressed concisely as: 
k=0 
2.2.  RK Formulae of Special Type 
Up to now, the use of RK methods to solve D/A systems has been limited to methods 
which have invertible RK matrices. The reason for this is that the method is not 
necessarily well-defined if the RK matrix is singular. 
We show what happens by applying a RK method to the canonical index v problem 
(2.6) Ny'(t)  + y{t)  = g{t)  
where N is a, v  x  v Jordan zero block. 
Applying the method gives: 
^^n,k ^n,k ~ 9{^n,k^ ^ ~ 2,..., ç 
(2.7) 
Q 
^n,k ~ Vn h aj^j j  k = 1,2,..., ç 
i=i 
with step advance formula: 
Q 
yn+l=yn+hJ2bjYl^J'  
j=l 
Let 
'^,1' r v' 1 XI 
II e
 
.S(*n,q).  
II II 
—
I 
•
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Let Iq and Iv be the q X. q  and v X v  identities respectively. Let eg € R® be a vector 
of all ones and let eq^r denote the unit vector in R5'. If we substitute for 
the first q equations we arrive at: 
\ Iq ® N h,A ® ~ ~ £q ® Vn 
(2.8) Yn= eq®yn + hA® lyY^ 
Vn+l =yn + hb^ ® IvY^-
To be able to advance the step, we clearly need to be able to solve for Y^. If ^4 is 
singular, this may not be possible in the second equation since then A<S)Iv is singular. 
In the first equation [/g (E> ^ + h A <E> iu] is also singular. [Let be a left null vector 
for A, then ® ^ l^ft null vector for this matrix.] 
As long as the equations are not inconsistent, it is still possible to solve for 1^, but 
the solution will not be unique. This could lead to different increments for so 
that the numerical solution would not necessarily be well defined. 
To avoid these problems, we introduce RK methods of special type, which specify a 
unique value for and hence are well defined. 
We first define two terms to describe the initial data for an step. 
DEFINITION: For a D/A system jP(i, j/, y') = 0, a point called compatible 
if F(tn^yn^yn) — 0* 
DEFINITION: For a D/A system JF(<, y, y') = 0, a point Vn) called consistent 
if there exists a solution to F{t,y,y^) = 0 passing through the point (<n,2/n,2/n)-
Notice that a consistent point is necessarily compatible, but not conversely. This is 
seen through the simple example y(t) = g(t) where any point (t, g(t), y'^ is compatible, 
but only the points (t,g(t),g^(i)^ are consistent. 
DEFINITION: A RK method of special type has the following form: 
1) The RK matrix has first row 0. 
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2) The columns 2 to ç are linearly independent. 
3) The weights used to advance a step are the last row of the matrix. 
4) The first quadrature node is zero, and the last quadrature node is 1. 
Applying a RK method of special type to a problem of the form F(t,y,y ')  
generates the equations 
^n,l ~ yn 
K i =  
(2.9) ~ ® k = 2,3,...,q 
? 
^n,fc = yn + hakiVn + HjKj A; = 2,3,..., g 
i=2 
and the step advance formulae 
? 
Vn+l = yn + hbiy'n + hJ2  ^ jK,j  =  ^ ,9 
i=2 
yln+l = 
Let B be the matrix k = 2,3,...,$, j  = 2,3,...,#, and let F(t,y,y^ 
Ny^ + Î/ — g{t) .  Then system 2.9 is written as; 
. ^n,l ~ yn 
^,1 = 
^^n,k'^^nk ~ fc = 2,3, ...,g 
Q 
(2.10) "^n^k ~ yn ^^h\yn "I" ^ ^ 1 ^ kj^nj A; = 2,3,...,g 
;=2 
Q 
y n + 1  = y n +  h b i y ' n  +  ^  b j Y ^ j  
3=2 
y'n-^-l = ^nq-
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'Yn,2 r V"/ 1 ^n,2 '9{^n,2)' •«2,1 • 
, 6 = 
'h' 
: , Gn — ; , a = ; • 
Yn,q. y'f L ^n,q J .g{^n,q). 
Then we can rewrite the previous system as: 
^n,l = yn 
n^,! ~ y'n 
(2.11) [^q-l  ®N + hB<S) 7^]% = Gn -  £q-i  ®yn- ha<Siyn 
Yn — Sg—1 ® 2/n 4- /ta ® + hB ® IvY/i 
Vn+l =yn + hbivn + h{P^ ® Iv)Yn 
y 'n+ l  = 
By direct calculation one can verify that 
v—1 
[Iq-l  ®Ni-hB(S) Iv] '^  = (-lXA-(;+^)[B-0'+^) ® N^].  
j—0 
Thus, in 2.11, we solve for via: 
(2.12) Yn = [Iq-i  ® N + hB ® Iv]~^[Gn -  ^q-l  ®yn- ha®y'n].  
Y n  can be found using the equation Y n  = ®  y n h a  ®  y n - ¥  h B  ®  I ^ Y ^ , -  Thus 
we have a well defined method. 
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2.3. Order Conditions for the Problem Ny^(t)  + y(t)  = 9(t) '  
DEFINITION: Consider the problem Ny^(t) + y{t) = g(t). The solution y(t) to this 
problem is given by equation (2.5). Let y^^i be the result of 1 step of the RK 
method using initial data (tn,y(tn),y\tn)^ and step size h = — tn, then the 
local discretization error rn{h) is — î/(^n+l)' 
DEFINITION: A RK method of special type is consistent for problems of index v if the 
local discretization error goes to zero as h goes to zero for every g G C^. 
DEFINITION: A RK method of special type is consistent of order p for problems of 
index v if the local discretization error is 0{hP'^^) for every g G C^'^P. 
We now wish to look at the local discretization error as a function of the RK coeffi­
cients. This will enable us to specify conditions on the method coefficients which will 
ensure a desired order of accuracy. Assume g € T] where 7 is greater than 
the desired order of accuracy. 
Here we assume {tn^yniHn) ^ compatible point where y(tn) is the solution to 
Ny' + y = g(t) given by equation (2.5). Then iVyfj + yn= g{t) Ny!^ + y{in) = g{t). 
Since yn = %/(f»), the discretization error can be computed as 
Tn{h) = (y^+i - yn) -  (y(*n-l-l) ~ vi^n)) • 
Recall from equation (2.5) that the exact solution to the problem is: 
y(<n) — (—l)^jV^g(^)((M), 
&=0 
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so we have 
î/(*n+l) - VM = 
.&=0 
v-1 /7-I 
lk=0 
¥'  
t=0 \£=0 
E(-i)'jvV')((„) 
&=0 
+ O(A')') 
The difference is then 
y(tn+l) -  v{*n) = E E + E (-^FN^0(H1) 
k=0£=1 k=0 
or 
(2.13) K<N+L) - VM = E E + O(hT).  
k=o e=o 
We need the preliminary lemma: 
LEMMA 2.1. For a formula of  special  type,  b-^ =  ^ B~^a. 
PROOF: 
P' = elgA so 6^ = 
Since 5 is invertible, we have 
-l,ç-l^ — ^q-1 — h-
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Let £q—1 € ^ be a vector of all ones. We now compute î/^4.1 — Vw 
î/n+l —yn = h j^èiî/n + ® •^u)^n] 
^hy'n + ®Iv) 
v—1 
Li=o 
I^Gn — £q—i ® Vn ~ ® Vn 
= hbiy'n + [Ffi-O'+l) 
i=0 
G n 
v—1 
j=0 
pJ5-0'+^)a] Njy'n.  
j=0 
A Taylor expansion of Gn yields: 
Vn+l -yn = hbiv'n + [^5-0'+^) (S) iV^] 
i=o 
7+v-l r 1 
. ]r +0(A7+v) 
k=0 I ' 
- p5-(-^"+^)eç_l] iV-^Vn 
i=o 
j=l 
Now hi — ^B ^a, so the terms hhiy[i and —hh^ B ^ay[i cancel. If we shift TT n—1%,/ 
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index down by 1 in the last sum, we get: 
u—I7+U—1 vk—i 
Vn+l-m= Z E + 0(/t(7+")) 
i=o jfc=o 
- ^ (-1)4-; \ F N ^ y n  
j=0 
+ [FB-0"+2)a] 
i=o 
Since we axe given a compatible point at the beginning of a step, Ny^ +yfi  = g{tn) 
which implies Ny'n — g(tn) — yn-
Substituting for Ny^^i > arrive at 
u—I'y+v—l 1 !•—7 
Vn+1-Vn=j: E (- iy!^(P'B-U+^)^)Nig(>'\ t„) + 0(h(.y+' '))  
j=0 6=0 
u—1 
i=o 
V—2 
+ Z pB-0'+2)^] [^(<„) - y„]. 
j=0 
Combining terms in the right hand side which contain yn, we arrive at: 
Vn+l -yn=E E (-1)' ^  ps-O+l)#] + 0 (a(t+")) 
j=0 k=0 
;=0 
N^'-^yn 
V—2 
+ T(-lXA-; N^g(tn).  
i=o 
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Now, if we substitute the value of the true solution X) (—for yn, 
k=Q 
have 
we 
2/n+l ~ yn 
= E ""E Viy ^  +o K") 
i=0 t=0 
- ^ (-iy(A-;) +6^5-0'+%] W 
i=o 
E (-i)Ms(^)(«„) 
<A;=0 
\fc=0 
+ ^(-i)â-; [FB-0"+2)S] 
Rearranging the sum, we have: 
2/n+l - yn 
y_l7+u-l 
= E E (-iyV[FB-y+i¥iivi,WM+o(AT+") 
i=0 fc=0 
V—2 u—1 
- Y1 pJ5-0'+l)£ç_l+^5-0'2)d iV-?'+V^^(<n) 
;=0 6=0 
+ V(-i)ift-i [ô^5-0'+2)-1 
3=0 
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In the third sum, = 0 for A > 0, so we have: 
fn+l - Vn 
V — rk—i 
= E E (-l)^'^pS-0W]ivV'^)(i„) + O(Al'+") 
u—2 V—1 
- T y;(-iy+^/i-^7Fj5-0'+l)e._i+^J5-0+2)s)iV-?'+V^)(in) 
;=0&=1 
- ^ {-lyh-^ +6^5-0'+%] Njg{ t n )  
i=o 
- (-IjO-lft-C"-!) N^g(tn) 
+ E [Fb-W+%] 
Thus, 
2/n+l - yn 
u—17+f—1 V X /Tt/ —X 
E E (-1X 
j=0 &=0 
V—2u—1 
' [îî-s-y+Da^j + ocATH-") 
fc=0 
v v l  
• E f&^5-0"+l)£„ 1 +Fs-0'+2)d iV-^'+V^)(<n) 
i=0 k= l  
- ^ (-1)4-; p5-0"+i)£ç_i] 
j=0 
-(-l)^-lA-(^-l) [^B-%_i] ATV^n)-
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We can combine the two last terms to arrive at: 
Vn+l ~ yn 
ib! = Z Z MX j—0 k=0 
-  T T(-iy+^A-; \b^B-(^+^^eg-i  Nj+^g(^){in) 
j=Ok=l 
3=0 
The last sum cancels with the fc = 0 term in the first double sum, leaving: 
Vn+l ~ Vn 
'Y+u—1 v—1 1 k~i  
jfc=l i=o 
- ^  [6^J5-0'-2)s + 6^5-0'+l)eç_l] 7V^+V^)(in). 
j=0 k=l 
Shifting the index j  down by k in the first double sum yields: 
Vn+l -  yn 
'y-{-v—lv—l—k ,_7 
jb=l j=-k 
- T [6^5-(-^'+2)2 + ^ B-0'+1)£ 
j=0 k=l 
We now split the first sum into three sums, the first containing only positive powers of 
hj the second only nonpositive powers of h, the third containing iV to a power > v. We 
also split the second sum into two sums, the first containing only nonpositive powers 
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of h, the second sum containing iV to a power > v.  
î'n+i ~ 
'"y+u-l -1 ,_j 
^ ^ (_iy+*y. jvi+y+ o(hi+' ')  
.  k=l j——k 
+ V V [6^5-0+^+^)3^1 N^+^g^^\tn) 
&=1 i=0 
1—fc ,—i 
+ 'Z È (-ly+^^y. pB-y+J:+i)ai] jvi+^jWcin) 
fc=t; J=0 
. fc=l  j=0 
+ J2 ^  ]^B-U+^h+b^B-U-^'^)eq_i]N^+^g(^\tn) 
k=lj=v—k 
The third and fifth sums are zero because each term in these sums contain a factor 
of N raised to a power greater than or equal to its index of nilpotency. We combine the 
second and fourth sums into one sum containing all nonpositive powers of h. Thus, we 
have the following expression for — yn where the first sum contains only positive 
powers of h, and the second sum contains only nonposit ive powers of h. 
Vn+l ~ yn 
7+u—1 k 
= ^ ^(-1)^-;^ N^~^g(^\tn) + 0{hy+^) 
k=l j=l 
+ E " in 
k=l j=0 ^ • 
- (FB-0'+2)2 + FB-0'+l)e^_l)] 
To find the local discretization error, one uses yn = y(in) and the true solution is 
then Vfi^i — y{in+l)- this case, we have just derived the expression for — yrii 
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and from (2.8), we have the expression 
y(^n+l) ~ y{^n) = ^ ^  + 0(hy).  
t=o e=i 
Since here we assume yn = y(<n)» we have "Vi^n-hl) we subtract yitji+l) — 
y{tn) from y^j^i — yn- We then have: 
r„(h) = [n (Î^B-0+<^+1)3*) 
-  (6^5-0'+2)2+6^S-0'+l)e^_l)] g^^){tn) 
7+y—1 k ,4 
k=l i=l 
- f E + • 
\k=Oj=l J 
The first sum contains nonpositive powers of A, while the other two suras do not. For 
the method to be consistent for problems of index v, the coefficient of the nonpositive 
powers of h must be zero. Thus, for the method to be consistent for problems of index 
r, we must have: 
1_ 
k\  
for J = 0 to u — 1 — fc where A: = 1,..., u - 1. 
If the method is consistent for problems of index v, then it is consistent of order p 
for problems of index v if for g E 
7+u—1 k -
0{hP+'^) = 
k=l j=l 
k=0 j=l 
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Interchanging the limits of summations in both sums yields 
7+u—17-1-u—1 r , 
0(ftP+^)= T T (- l) ' ' - jh3\^( ' fB-( ' ' -h)^)\N' '-3g( ' ' \ tn)  
}=l h=i ^ ' •* 
- E [41 IVY+J)(«„). 
i=it=o ^-'-1 
In the first sum, the terms with i > 7 can be collected into an 0{h'^)  term which 
can be lumped with the OÇhP"^^) term since 7 > p. Shifting the index k down by j in 
the first sum then yields: 
7—I7+U—1—J r . 
0{hP+'^) = T T f/TX^ 
7=1 k=o n  
•  E  f^ l  j=0 k—0 
Since in the first sum i > 1, the upper limit for k is greater than u — 1, but for A > u — 1, 
= 0, so the upper limit may be changed to u — 1. We can then combine the two 
sums to get: 
0(AP+1) = E Ë (-!)*'''•' fTiTT^ - -ïïl 
j=lk=0 + J-1 
For this to be true for all h and for all sufficiently difFerentiable g requires that 
6^B-(^+l)g(fe+j) = (^+i)' for fc = 0,l,...,u-l and ; = l,2,...,p. 
3-
We summarize the above results here. 
If we apply a RK method of special type to Ny' + y = g{t)^ the method is consistent 
for a problem of index v if: 
p-a-ù+t+Dêt] ^ 
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for j=Oto%; — 1 — & where = 1,2,..., v — 1. 
If the method is consistent for a problem of index N, then the local discretization 
error is 0{hP'^^)j p > 0 if: 
(fc+l)g(fc+i) _ for A = 0,1 and j=l,2, 
J-
2.4. Convergence of RK Methods of Special Type 
for the problem Ny' y = g(t) 
We begin by noting certain facts concerning the discretization error for this problem 
which will be useful later. 
1) Since the conditions to be met for the method to be consistent of order p for a 
problem of index v form a subset of the conditions to be met for a method to 
be of order p for a problem of index u + 1, if a method is consistent of order p 
for a problem of index v, it is consistent of order p for all problems of index less 
t h a n  V .  
2) The discretization error for the problem of index v is: 
j=p+ik=o j ' l  
Because of the presence of in the double sum, the component of all terms 
on the RHS with k > r are zero. Thus, if we let rr,n be the vector of length r which 
agrees with the first r components of then Tr^n = [Ir ^r^v—r]'''n so 
7— 1  r—1 
Tr,n = [Ir ^r,v-r] 
y=p+lk=Q 
'ArV+;((n) + 0(Al'). 
l_jT5-(fc+l)j(fc+l) _ i 
i 
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Since 
[N^ Op^^_^]iVy — [iv/"'" r] Y? — 0 
and since 
rr,n is the same as the discretization error for the problem NrV^+y = [Ir rlfl'CO-
For this reason, the component of y is called the index r variable. 
At the end of any step n, 
= ^q,iyn,q = ^q^li^Vn^q + Vn^q) = «^lP(<n+l). 
So there is no error in the first component of 
Prom (2.11) and (2.12) we can write 
V—1 
(2.14) y„+i = ^ ( ,- l)h-3 PB-O'+L) ® W] Gn+Vn + hb-^y'„ 
i=o 
JV-*' yn 
j=0 
u—1 
-h (-l)ih~^ 
J=0 
Vw 
Since 6^ = ^B~^a and ^— 1, the j  = 0 terms in the second and third 
sums cancels with yn + hbiy^- Further, since {tn, yn,yn) is compatible Ny^ +yn = 
g{tn) implies that for j > 1, N^y^ = b(^n) — yn]- This allows us to rewrite 
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(2.14) as: 
(2.15) 
2/n+l - ^  (-lX\-;(^B-(;+l) ® JV;)Gn 
i=o 
V—1 
- NÎyn 
j  = l  
-  T(-l);A-(;-l)  f6r^5-0'+l)â] N3-'^(g{tn)-yn).  
i=i 
The truncation error Tn is defined by 
(2.16) 
V — 1  
fCn+l) = J2 (-ly»"-' (S^B-O'+l) ® W) On 
j=0 
-  [FB-0+l)e,_i] Njy(tn) 
i=i 
-  T (-ly ft-O'-l)  [6^B-W+l)2l JVJ-1 (s{ t„) -  y{t„)) -  r„. 
i=l ^ ^ 
Define en = ~ f(^n+l) subtract (2.16) from (2.15) to arrive at: 
(2.17) 
'«+1 = JVJ'en 
i=i 
j=l 
Since {tn,yn^yn) ( tn,y{tn),y^iin)j  are both compatible points, 
+yn= g{tn) = Ny'{tn) + y(tn)-
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Thus, 
4') + Un (1) 
so that 
= 9^^\tn) = = y^^X^n) 
Jl) 
= 0. 
Thus N^~^en = = 0, so the first sum need go only to v — 2. Shift the index in 
the second sum down by 1 and combine with the first sum, splitting off the j = 0 term 
to arrive at: 
«n+l = - + 6^B-y+2)s] JVJe„ 
i=i 
— 6^B ^aefi  - \-Tn-
As in [20] r = 1 — lim^ zi]~^egj. 
For a RK method of special type 
rp 1 
r = 1 — lim Cq ( ,Â[À-\-  z l \  ^Sn 
z—^0 
= 1 - lim [e^g[^ + zl-  zI][A + zl] 
z—+0 
= l-e^geç + ^ lnn 0 
-1 
,-l 
â {B-^zI)\  
z ' 0 
-z-^B + zVr'^a [B + zI]- '^  
— Ic 
eq 
Fhrther, the method is consistent for problems of order v,  ^  
B-0'+2)a = V5-0"+l)c. Thus, 
v—2 
(2.18) e„+i = re„ - {-h^p [î^B-W+l)c] iVJe„ + m. 
i=i 
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f i )  ( i)  .fVi In the following theorem, and ' denote the components of en and Tn 
respectively, and let iV be a Jordan zero block of size v.  
CONVERGENCE THEOREM. Consider the problem Ny^ y = with compatible 
initial data (tQ,yQ,yQ). Assume that and |T^^| = 
for each j. Then for » = O 
I , _ ; 
—1 < r < 1 
r = 1. 
PROOF: Jn^ = 0 for n > 0 has already been established and ICQ^^I = 0{hP) by 
assumption, so |e^^| = 0{hP) foralln. 
Since [N^en]^^^ = 0 for j  > k independently of en,  and since = 0, 
[Ni-h„]W = = 0, 
the component of the sum in the RHS of equation (2.18) is zero for j  > k — 1.  
Thus, 
4')=4')-
k—2 
S (6^S-0'+l)c) N^n 
J=1 
{ k )  
+ TW 
(2.19) ^ (-A)--* (Î^B-0'+L)C) + T^. 
3=1 
We now prove the remainder of the theorem using induction. We split off the case 
r = — 1 into a separate case in the inductive step. 
For = 1, [egl = 0{hP) has been established. 
Assume now that for each i < k < v — 1 
|r| < 1 
r = 1. 
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Then, by (2.19) 
(62-^-0+1)0) +4'^+!). 
i=i 
Case I. —1 < r < 1. 
Taking absolute values of both sides, and using the induction hypothesis yields. 
By definition of G R such that 
By the discrete Gronwall inequality [15, p. 18], 
I.i,«'i < i-n-r'I J (W#) "*« < ' 
[ ^/iP+u-(^+l)) r = 1. 
Since |r| < 1, < 1, and since for |r| < 1, = 1^^ for large n, and since 
n = 0 , we have 
O \r\ < 1 
O r = 1. 
This completes the induction proof for — 1 < r < 1. 
H < i  
r = 1 
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Case ID r — —1. 
Let n be even and pair even and odd steps together, both having step size h, then 
for r = —1, (2.19) becomes 
(2.20) = -el*) - + 4*). 
i=i 
Using this once recursively yields 
.(A) 
'n+1 
k-2 
-i% - (î^B-0-+l)a) +rW 
i=i 
(6^B-0+1)c) 
j  = l  
Thus we have: 
k—2 
(2.21) ^ B K_i-en]^ •'+(Tn-r„_i)W. 
i=i 
From Section 2.2, we have that 
[- - = E E _ 1 
• JV^ (gC'+jhin) -
For J S c(t+''), [!?(*'+•'){(«)= [As('^+-''+l)(in) + 0(^2)]. Thus, 
if \t^\ = 0(W+''-(*+l)) then 
(2.22) I [rn -  |  = O (fcP+"'-(*^+l)+l) 
Now = 0, so is 0{hP). 
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Assume that for each i  < k,  \e^\  = O where 1 < k < v — 1, then using 
(2.21) and (2.22) we have: 
s ^(-A)-;o(AP+''-(':-;)) + 0(&P+''-(*+l)+l)| 
J=1 
= l«2il + O (AP+"-^)) + o . 
By definition then there exists 6 R such that 
By the discrete GronwaJl inequality, this yields 
Since n = 0 and = O 
= o (/iP+^-(^+l) j  .  
Thus, the smallest value of the exponent is when A: + 1 = u 
\en\ = 0{hP+''-")=0{hP). 
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2.5. Implications of Butcher Conditions Regarding 
Order of Consistency 
Section 2.3 derives several conditions on the coefficients of a RK method of special 
type which can be used to guarantee a given order of convergence for constant coefficient 
D/A systems. Verifying that these conditions hold can be time consuming. We conclude 
this chapter with two theorems which can decrease the amount of work required. 
THEOREM 2.5. A RK method of special type which satisûes C(^) is consistent for 
constant coefficient problems of index up to ^ + 1. 
PROOF: Because of the special structure of A, and the fact that = 0, a RK method 
of special type which satisfies C(^), ^ > 1 satisfies 
4-a = c 
Bc^-1 = ^ for 1< ifc < ^ 
Note that if we show that the method is consistent for a problem of index ^ + 1, this 
implies that it is consistent for all problems for lower index. 
To show that the problem is consistent for problems of index ^ + 1, we must show 
that 
^ 5T^-(;+2)-
k\  
for y = 0,1,t and k = 1, 2 , . . . , ^ .  
For fc = 1, we have an equality independent of j .  
For 1 < A; < ^, we can use ^ for 1 < & < ^, recursively to write 
= k(k -  1)B= ...  = 
Thus, 
p ' s-a+k+i)^ _p'^-a+k+i) 
kl  k! 
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which completes the proof. 
THEOREM 2.6. If a RK method of special type satisûes C(^), ( > U — 1 > 1, then it is 
consistent of order at least ^ + 1 — u for constant coefficient problems of index v. 
PROOF; By Theorem 2.5, since ^4-1 > v,  the method is consistent for problems of 
index v.  
Thus, we must show that the following conditions are satisfied: 
= (^+n! 
for fc = 0,1,..., u — 1 and j  = 1,2, . . .  + 1 — v.  
We use the identitites used in the proof of Theorem 2.5, namely, 
' Beq_i + 2 = c 
Bc^-1 = ^ for !<&<(. 
If A; = 0, we have 
= = 1 = Vj and k = 0. 
For 6^0, 1 < k i - j ,  and for 1 < < ^, we have: 
#+1) = , 
and sinceV^has already been shown to be 1, independent of j, this completes 
the proof. 
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3. UNIFORM INDEX 1 PROBLEMS 
This chapter is devoted to the order of convergence of Runge Kutta methods of 
special type applied to a variable coefficient index-1 D/A system. 
3.1. RK Methods of Special Type are Well Defined 
for Uniform Index 1 Problems 
Consider a D/A system of the form: 
F {t ,  y(t) ,  / (<)) = A (t, z/(t)) y'( t)  + g (f, y{t))  = 0, where < G [ig, T].  
DEFINITION: If this system is solvable, then it is called uniform index one iff: there 
exist integers and ^2, and matrices P(<, z) and Q{t^ z) such that for any solution 
y{t)^ and for all < e 
1) P ((, v(i))  A («,  y{i))  Q (i ,  y(t))  = [ G 
and 
P {t ,  y{t))  B (t ,  y(t))  Q (t ,  y{t))  = 
where —B (t ,  y(t))  is the partial derivative of F with respect to its second argu­
ment, 7^2 zmd In2 Eure the and ag dimensional identity matrices, and +^2 
is the dimension of the square matrix A(t,y{t)) .  
2) P (t ,  2/(<)), Q (t ,  y{i))  and B (t ,  y{t))  satisfy the following conditions for all ^2 
between tg and T: 
2.1) P~^ {t ,y(t))  and Q~^ (t ,y(t))  exist and are bounded. 
2.2) P,Qe C2 ([io,r],i2"l+"2). 
2.3) B(ti,y(ti)) = B{t2,yit2)) + 0(ti -d^). 
C{t,y(t))  0 
0 /n2j 
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Consider a function F which is linear in and where 
(3.1) F (t ,  y( t) ,  y ' ( t )^  = A{t ,  y)z  + g{t ,  y) = 0 
is a uniform index 1 system. 
Discretizing this using a q stage RK method of special type yields the system 
K ,l= v 'n 
(3.2) ^ k = 2, . . . ,q ,  
Q 
Vn+l =yn-hhJ2 
j=l 
fn+l = ^",5* 
The following theorem shows that RK methods of special type which also satisfy 
C(l) are well defined for problems of index 1. 
q 
THEOREM 3.1. If the RK method of special type satisfies ^ for 
i=i 
k = 1,2,...,g and if F(<n,yn,!/n) = 0, then there exists Hq > 0 and a unique 
' , Y L 
function f(h) such that for 0 < |/i| < Hq , (3.2) has the unique solution 
f(h)/h.  
Before we prove the theorem we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let G e C^(Il x R^) with G(0,p) = 0 for all p e R^. 
DeGne 
Then F G C^(R x A» A^). 
•n,2 
y/ 
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PROOF; First we show that F is continuous. We show this by showing that F is 
continuous for (<,p) with t not zero, and then for (<,p) with t = 0. 
Second we show that the partal derivatives of F with respect to each component of 
p and the partial derivative of F with respect to i are all continuous. By a theorem in 
advanced calculus, this implies that F is C^. 
F is continuous at {t ,p)  with t  not zero, since then is a product of continuous 
functions. 
To show that F is continuous at (0,po)> we show that 
_ Jim iF{t ,p)  -  F(0,po)) = 0. 
By definition of F, 
Jim (F(<,p)-F(0,po)) 
lim f'"^G(t,p)-G((0,po) «7^0 
(<,p)-+(o,po) I Q(o,p) - Q(o,Po) * = 0. 
Using the fact that G? is C^, we can write: 
G{t,p)  = G(0,p) + iGt{0,p)  + o(<), 
where lini = 0 uniformly in a neighborhood of (0,po). Since CT(0,P) = 0, 
t—•O ^ ' 
this allows us to write the limit as: 
lim / Gt{Q,p)-Gt{{),pQ)-\-t-'^o{t) <7^0 
(<,p)->(0,po) I Gt{Q,p) - Gi(0,po) < = 0. 
Since G is C^, and is continuous, and by definition of o(<), we have: 
lim {F{t,p) - F(0,po)) = 0. 
Thus F is continuous. 
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We now show that F is by showing that each partial derivative of F is continuous. 
Since G(0,p) = 0 for all p G iî", Gp(0,p) = 0 for all p G R"'. 
By direct calculation: 
, P )  * ^ 0  
,p )  t  =  0 .  
Since G is and Gp(0,p)  = 0, is continuous by the same argument that showed 
F to be continuous. 
Turning now to we assert that 
ay I" («t?{(i,p)-G(<,p)) ,^0 
gfO'P) = { J '  
I  2Gt t (0 ,p )  t  = 0. 
For t  nonzero, the assertion is verified by direct calculation from F. Further, for t  
nonzero, we see that is continuous since then it is a composition of continuous 
functions. 
We now prove the assertion for t  = 0. 
§(0,P0) = 
Since G is we can use Taylor's theorem to rewrite G(a,pQ): 
^ ^G(0,po) + 6G^(0,po) + ^  Gi^(0,po)+<>(•8^)^ -
^(0,P0) = Km 
^2 
\ 
= 2^u(^^P0)-
fiJP Now that the assertion is proved, we wish to show that is continuous for < = 0. 
To show this we take the limit as (<,p) goes to (0,pQ) of and show that this limit 
is 2<^«(0,^0)-
= lim < ^ 
(<,p)->(0,po) [ lc?i^(0,p) t  =  0.  
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Since G is C^, we have 
^Gi{i ,p)  — G(i ,p)  
<2 
( tGf(0,p)  + t^Gf;^(0,p)  + — ^G(0,p)  + 
" <2— 
= 2^tt i^^P)+ 
This allows us to write 
(.P)" (0,P0) 
= lim I ^ 
(i,p)-(0.P0) [ lGi((0,p) 
= ^%(0'Po) 
since G is C^. 
Thus all partial derivatives of F are continuous, so F is C^. 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3.1: Define 
Qn — Qi^niUn) 
and 
Pn -  P{tn,yn)-
Let 
< ^ 0 
< = 0 
Fn = F{tn,yn,yn),  
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and let be the partial derivative of F with respect to its argument for k = 
1,2,3. 
We employ the Implicit Function Theorem to show the existence and uniqueness of 
a  solution to the discretized equations. To do this we need to exhibit function G which 
is a function oî h & R and V G 
i) which is zero at the point (h,  V)  = (0,0), 
ii) which is a function of {h,  V)  in a neighborhood of (0,0), 
iii) with the property that the partial derivative with respect to V at (0,0) is non-
singular, 
iv) and such that 
K,2 
y/ 
is a solution of 
^ (^nhyn + ^ = 0for fc = 2,...,çand A nonzero 
iff Gih, y) = 0 and y = A 
<2 
y/ 
This will allow us to use the Implicit Function Theorem to assert the existence of 
hQ > 0, and a unique function f{h) such that G{h^f{h)) = 0 for all |A| < Aq. 
The connection between G and F will allow us to assert that 
y' 
^n,$J 
= f{h)/h is 
the locally unique solution to F ^rihyn + haj^^y'n + h ) = 0 for 
= 2,..., g and for 0 < |A| < Hq. 
The function I wish to choose is; 
G(h,  V)  = 
G(^)(h,V) 
GM{h,V) 
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where V") is 
r/i 0 ni 
0 h-^L n2 
PAQQ 1 I tn^k^yn + ha^^y'n + ^ a^jV^ | 
4- hPg I <„,jb,yn + ha^^y'n + ^ a^jVj 
Ini 0 
0 0 Q ( ^n.kVn + ha^^y'n + ^  aj^jVj 
+ 
hlfi-^ 0 
0 J, «2 J 
Pg (<n,yn + ^ 
for A nonzero, and is: 
I  0 
0 0 
+ 
Q ^ I *n,  yn +  ^  ^kj^j  )  
0 0 
0 / Pg [ tn,yn+ i=2 
for h = 0.  
The connection between F and G is clear. Since the problem is uniform index 1, F 
can be written as A{t, y)y' + g{t^ y). It is this A and g that appear in the definition of 
G, and 
-1 I  0 
0 l /h  
G(^)(A,y) 
- ^  + W,lî/n • 
We now show that the Implicit Function Theorem applies for G at the point (k ,V) = 
(0,0). 
CLAIM 3.1. G is C^.  
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PROOF: Note that each is in the first nj components since it is the product 
of functions. In the last «2 components each is of the form 
h-'^L(^)(h,V) for h:^Q 
Di^ l (^){0,V)  for  h = 0,  
where 
I 
L(^)(h,V) = h [0^2,^1,1^2] Pg + haj^iVn + '  
Each x(^) is since F is C^, and each f(^) is zero at a point (0, V) since z(^) 
contains a factor of h. Thus the hypotheses of the Lemma 3.1 are satisfied by each 
£(^). Since the last ^2 components of satisfy all of the hypotheses of Lemma 
3.1, these components are also. Thus each is C^, so G is C^. 
CLAIM 3.2. G is zero at {h,V) = (0,0). 
PROOF: By direct calculation: 
G!(^)(0,0) = + 0 0 
0 I  Pg{in,yn)-
We use the compatibility condition A(tn,yn)y^ + 9(tn,yn)  = 0 to replace Pg{tn,yn) 
by -PA(tn,yn)yn- This yields 
g(^)(O,O) = 0 0 
0 / PA{tn,yn)yn'  
Now post-multiply A by QQ ^{tn,yn) ,  and replace PAQ{tn,yn) by / 0 0 0 to get: 
G(^)(0,0) = - 0 0 7 0 
0 I 0 0 Q i^n^yn)yn — 0* 
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Since each g(^)(0, 0) = 0, (7(0,0) = 0. 
CLAIM 3.3. is nonsingular. 
: First define = Q~^ ^k-PROOF Notice that 
since Q ^ is C\ this defines V as a function of  p  = 
OÎ p = 0 and ^ = 0. Thus we need only show that ^^(0,0) is nonsingular 
Rewrite for h nonzero as 
P2 
IPq 
and A in a neighborhood 
hi  0 
0 / ^Tiyk^ I ^n,k^y^ ^^k-^yn + ^  ^kj^nJPj^Qn,k  ^| • 
So we have 
5^(0,0)= lim 
dpj  (A,y)_.(0,0) 
hi  0 
0 / 
^^n,k „ 
dpj 
Pi 
I n I •-» I ^ ^^n,i 
+ ^n,k Qy \^kjQn,i + ^  ^ki Q^. 
The first term is zero in the limit as {h,V) goes to (0,0) since is assumed zero at 
( in,  Un ^ y  n)  y &nd G is  C^.  If  we drop the firs t  term and post-mult iply by k^n\  
we have 
dG(^) 
dpx 
-(0,0) = lim ( 
(A,yMo,o)V 
hi  0 
0 I  
dF 
i^n,k 'g^Qn,jHj 
'^^n,kQjj  ^Hi Q Pi 
dF 
i=2 
•\ dF 1 / ^Qn k 
+ ^  ^n,kg^Qn,kQn,k dp ' j  
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From the definition of uniform index 1, 
C„jfc 0] , J , so we have 
I  0 
0 0 ' ^ '^Pn,k%Qn,k 
^(0.0)= lin. 
9pj (fc,V')-.(0,0) 
0 
0 I "kj  + 
hi  0 
0 I  n,k Qy ^
 i=2 
^Qn,i 
dpj  Pi 
+ 
J 0 
0 0 <k(^Pk*<in,kh, ,]]-
Since G is we can evaluate the limit by substituting for ^ = 0, V = 0. We see that 
V = 0 implies pj — 0 for each j = 2,..., g, so we have: 
dci^)  
dpj  -(0,0) = 
0 0 
+ 
7 0 
0 I 0 0 
Therefore, ^^(0,0) is a permutation of 
submatrix of the RK matrix A which occupies columns 2 to g and rows 2 to q and 
is assumed to be nonsingular. Thus this matrix is also nonsingular and Claim 3.3 is 
proved. 
This proves Theorem 3.1. 
^q—l ® 0 
0 B ® 7y%2 , where B is the 
3.2. Convergence Proof for Uniform Index 1 Problems 
For simplicity, we define the following notation: 
is the order of the RK method when applied to an ODE. 
kg 1 is the order of consistency of the RK method when applied to the purely 
algebraic index-1 system y(t)  = g(t) .  
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kj^ is 1 more than the minimum of the degrees of precision of the quadrature 
rules given by the rows of the RK matrix (i.e., the method satisfies the Butcher 
c o n d i t i o n s  C { k j )  a n d  B { k j ) . )  
k g  = min(&j, fcj + 1), provided k j  >  0. 
r = 1 — lim^ 4- , where £q is the vector of all ones in R?. 
We can now state the convergence theorem. 
THEOREM. Consider the uniform index 1 system (3.1) for i G [(G, T],  along with ini t ial  
conditions y(tQ) = j/q and y'(<o) = ^0* -Assume that y is a solution of this problem, 
and that F and y are suiSciently smooth functions. 
Consider also a RK method of special type for which |r| < 1 and kg > 2. Then if 
we solve the problem using the RK method with constant stepsize h, and the initial 
conditions satisfy ll/Q —= 0(h^9) and |zQ = 0{h^9~^)^ then the global 
error of the numerical solution is O(h^ff). 
PROOF: Discretizing the problem using a g stage RK method of special type yields the 
system: 
= Vn 
(3.3) +  k  =  2 , . . . ,q  
? 
(3.4) Y^+I = YN-T H ^BJ Y, 
i=l 
Since fcj > 0 we may apply Theorem 3.1 to ensure that (3.3) has a unique solution. 
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We now define: 
^n^k~^n,k y(^n,k)^ k  — l ,2 , . . . ,q ,  
^n,k'^^n,k~y'^^n,k)^ A: = 1,2,... ,ç, 
^n,k ~ ^kjy ~ yi^n,k^'> fe = l,2,...,g, 
and 
^n — Vn— y{tn)  
^n = yn- y\ tn)  
^n,q+l = + ^ S ^jy'(*nj^ -y(*n+l)-
Then we may rewrite (3.3) as 
(3.5) 
^  ^ *n,i fc ' î / (<n,fc)  +  ^ n,k +  ^ n + hJ2^HjK,j^y '(*n,k)  + K,}^ =0'  k = 2. . . ,q .  
Using (3.4) we obtain the following expression for 6^^%: 
? 
(3.6) Cn+i = en + h J2 ^jK,j + ^ n,?+l-
i=i 
We can use Taylor's Theorem to expand (3.5) in powers of en and E'^ j by expanding 
in the second and third arguments. Note that some terms are known to be zero since F 
is linear in y'. In the following expression the first order partial derivatives are evaluated 
at (in,k^y(^n,k)^y'(^n,k)^^ and terms involving second order partial derivatives form 
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the remainder term. 
(3.7) 
^ ""kjKj + ^n,fcj 
+1>1 ^ ^ en + /i ^ Hj^nJ + ^ n,fc j ^ en + /i ^ ^kj^nj  + ^n,k 
+ ^ 2 ( ( Gn + A ^ .  k = 2, . . .  ,k ,  
V V i=i 
where Di and D2 are matrices whose entries are uniformly bounded. 
Since y(t) is the exact solution, 
^ (*n,A:'y(^n,k)^y (^n,k^) ~ A: = 1,2,...,g. 
Let 
•^n,k ~ Qy/ (^n,k^y(^n,k^^y (*n,fc)) ' k — 1,2,... ,q, dy 
and 
^n,k ~ Qy (*n,A:)) ' fc —1,2,...,ç, 
and lump all higher terms into a single term —for each k .  Then (3.7) may be 
rewritten as: 
(3.8) ^n ,k  ^ ^k j^n ,k  ~ ^n,fc' k  — 2 , . . . , q .  
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Equation (3.8) may be rewritten as: 
q 
^n,k^ ^2  ^ kj^nj  
i=i 
~ ^ n,k ~  ^ n,k(^^ ^n,k)^ k  — 2, . . .  ,q .  
Define 
^n,k ~ ^ {^n,ki = 1,2,..., ç, 
•^n,fc ~ ^ {^n,ki y(^n,k)} ' fc = 1,2,..., ç. 
Qn — Q i in,yi tn)) ,  
and use these to define: 
ên = Qn^^n 
^n ,k~ A =  1 ,2 , . . .  , ç ,  
^n^k ~ ^n^^n,k^ fc = l,2,...,g, 
^n,k ~ ^n,k''ln,k^ k = l,2,...,q. 
We now pre-multiply (3.9a) by P„ and we post-multiply and in (3.9a) 
by Qn,k^n\^^^ for each k = 2,... ,q. This transforms (3.9a) into: 
(3.9b) 
^n.k^n^k {pn,k^ri ,k^^^^ ) ^n,k 
+ h^2 If'kj^n^k^n^k {Pn,k^n,k^"'^^ ) ^ nj  
i=i 
~ ^n,k^n,k ~ ^n,k^n,k k = 2, . . . ,q .  
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Using the definitions above, (3.9b) becomes: 
(3.9c) 
{^n,k-^n,kQn,k) ^n,k 
+ * E hi {Pn,A,kQn,k) {Qn!kQ-)K,j] 
i=i 
~ (j^n,k^n,kQn,k^ ^n,fc) ' k — 2,...,q. 
By definition of the matrices P and Q, 
^n,k-^n,k^n,k ~ 
I  0 
0 0 jfe — 1 ^ 2^ « • • 
and 
^n,k^n,k^n,k 
'n,k  ® 
0 I  A? — 1 y 2^ # # # ^ ^# 
Since cj = 0, Q^,! = Qn, so = !• By condition (2.2) in the definition 
of an index-1 variable coefficient D/A system Q~^^Qn — I + 0 [{in + cjgh) -tn) = 
I + k — 2,... ,q, where the entries of each matrix are uniformly bounded. 
We now perform two computations: 
^n,k^n,k^n,k^n,k^^ 
^n,k ^ 
0 I  
\a n,k ^ 
0 I  
^ + ^^n,k,1,2 
^^n,k,2,1 ^+^^n,k,2,2.  
'^n,k[^-^^^n,k, l , l]  ^^nk^n,k, l ,2  
^^n,k,2,1 ^+^^n,k,2,2.  
k — 2, .  • . ,  q 
k  = 2, . . .  ,q  
k  = 2, . . .  ,q .  
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and 
^n,k-^n,kQn,k^n,k^^ 
( j  + ' / 0 0 0 
I 0 
0 0 
I + '^^n,fc,l,l ^^n,A;,l,2 
. ^^n,fc,2,l ^ + ^^n,k,2,2 
0 0 
A: = 2,..., 5 
JC — 2y • • • Q 
Ic 2f**a)Ç* 
With these observations, we may rewrite (3.9c) as: 
^ + ^ ^n,k,l,l ^^n,k,1,2 
0 0 
(3.9d) 
+ <'kj 
j=l 
^n,ki^  ^^n,k, l , l l  ^^nk^n,k, l ,2  
nn,fc -
^^n,k,2,1 ^+^^n,k,2,2 
(ën + ^n,Jfc)' fc = 2, ^n,kl^  ^^n,k, l , l^  ^^nk^n,k, l ,2  
^^n,k,2, l  ^  +  ^ K,k,2,2.  
Now subtract hà®È'^Y from both sides to obtain the following {q - l)r by {q -  l)r 
system. 
' ^^^K,k, l , l  ^^n,k,1,2 ' '  
0 0 
(3.10) 
aj^j  ^^n,k, l , l \  ^pnk^n,k, l ,2  
3=2 ^ 
ÉL 
Vfc-
^K,k,2, l  ^+f^^n,k,2,2 
["••'ïiSf'"' %i'gl 
for k = 2, . . . ,  q.  
Let be the first elements of and let be the last ^2 elements of 
Define 4% 4k}q similarly. We may then 
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permute the equations into the form: 
Iq—\ ® In\ 0 
0 hB® In2 + 
hMn^l hMn^i^2 
Ê'P 
Iq—l ® Cn,l 0 
0 1 ® ^2 
hN, 
hN. 
n,l,l 
n,2,l 
hN, 
hN, it'll 
Sg_l ® ên'' + +hà(B 
® + 4^' + Aâ ® 
where each M^j £ and is a matrix whose entries are uniformly bounded. 
So we have by the Neumann lemma, 
(3.14) 
4'^ 
g'(') 
'n  
Iq—1 ® Ini 
0 
0 
0 1 
"2 
4-
O 
O 
n,l,2 
n,2,2j 
4^  ^ ^q—\ ® Q%,1 ^ 
0 ^q—1 ® ^2 + >-^n,2,l 
hN, 
hN 
n,l,2 
n,2,2 
e,-! 0 4^) + 4^) + Aô ® • 
/,_1® 4^' + 4^' + AÔ ® _ 
where Oj^j£ are matrices whose entries are uniformly bounded. Rewriting this gives 
(3.15) 
4'' 
È'P 
Iq-l ® Ini 
^ ÏÏ 
^q—1 ® ^n,l 
0 
B ^ ® ^2 
0 
+ 
0^,1,2 
<^n,2,2 
4 '^ 
"2 J 
+ K n,2,l »'n,2,2. 
:,_1 ® + 4^) + Aâ 0 • 
.«,-1 ® 4^' + 4^) + Aâ ® _ 
where each ^ matrix whose entries are uniformly bounded. Multiplying (3.6) 
by Qn^ yields: 
Q 
ên+1 = ên + h J2 ^j^n,j + ^ n,q+l-
i=i 
If we let 6^ = [62, 
(3.16a) 
®n+l 
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. . . ,  hq],  we may rewrite this as: 
Lef), 
+ h 
+ 
^ ®/ni 
0 
We now work with the linear case; that is we assume 7/ = 0. Substituting for 
from (3.15) yields 
0 
6^ <8)In2 + 
g(l) 
\ç+l 
• 7î,Ç-)-l . 
M')' 
^n+1 = + hbi +  A  
.<1 
'P^Qlni  0 
0 <S) In2.  
+ h ^^n,l,l ^M,1,2 V!U o 1 K-. o o ^n,2,l ^n,2,2. 
3^(1) r 
^ ® /nj 0 
0 ^(2)ZM2 J -
Sg-l ® ^ + ha<S) 1 . 
eç_l ® + Ao® ^ 
e.-l ® + 4^) + Aa® 
[Gg-l ® + ^3  ^
Carrying out the indicated multiplications yields: 
(3.16) 
r iw+A6i4V' 
®n4-l 
«n ' + Ah^i.  
Ê'(2) 
.ef) + A6iÊ;(2)J 
+&P'®Cni4'^ 
(Î^B-le,_l)è® + (6Î'B-1 ®/„2)4^^ + (AFB-lâ)£^® 
•/>%„,1,1 W„,i,2 
. '»^n,2,l 
+ 
n,±"u 4-  i + hP^a l% 
''c;_l ® 4^) + 4^) + AS ® ] . 
(2 
,^g-l®% 
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where each ^ ^ is a matrix whose entries are uniformly bounded. Since ^ • 
1 and B~^a = 6%, the terms B~^eq_ië^^ and — 
are both zero. Further (g) Jn2^n^^ = ^q-1 ® = ^n,q+l- Thus (3.16) 
may be rewritten as: 
(3.17) 
®n+l — 
+ 
0 
h{l  -  bi)Cnië^n^ + hP" <S> CniS^^ + 
h^W, 
'n,l,l ^^,1,2 £ç_l ® 4^' + 4^) + />s ® + ^n,ç+l 
0 
Since for a formula of special type a compatible point is delivered at the end of each 
step, and since we axe working here with a linear equation, we have 
•^(^n)yh — B{tn)yn — g{tn)  = 0 
at the beginning of each step. 
Premultiply this equation by Pn and postmultiply A and B by QnQïï^ to arrive at 
In-^ 0 
0 0 Vn + 
ra n,l 
0 
0 
^«2 J 
yn+9{tn) = 0. 
Since {tniy{'tn)y\tn)j is compatible, we also have: 
'7 
ra n,l 0 
^"2 J 
Kin)-g{tn) = 0. 
Subtraction yields 
Thus, = 0 and • Since E' -, = e^, we have É' -, = 
0 
0 0 
/(I) 
6» + 
rc, n,l 
0 
0 
^2 J 
ên = 0. 
.(1) 
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Using this in (3.17), we have 
,-(2) _ 0 Vn and 
(3.18) 
4^^ = 4^) + Ml [-C„,i|Wl - Kl - 6l)C„,iei^) 
So we have: 
(3.19) 
Now 
-hp"® 
+ /^^^,1,1 (^q-1 ® 4^^ + 4^^ -ha® 
+ ''Wn,l,2 (« + 4 '^ + '"2® <i') + 4!Ll' 
4'^ = [/«i - AC„,1 + A^Fô/nj] êi') -hp'0 
+ [sj-i « + 4^' + AS ® 
+ Wn.1,2 (4^' + AS® <i') + 4!#!' 
So from (3.15) and using 77 = 0, we have: 
• is-l®/,  
+ ^n,2,l ^ 
+ K,,2,2 C2i + A3®<(!\_I' 
Since g_i we have: 
(3.20) 
^n,2,l 
+ ^n,2,2 
£,_1 ® /„! -AS® C„,i] e-W 1 + iW. 
e. + ha® É. m 1 n-lj • 
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Combining (3.19) and h times (3.20), and recognizing = r, we have: 
(3.21) 
n4-l,l J 
-[[' -ha 0 n, l  0 rl  + fn,l,l *^",1,211 n,2,l ^*^11,2,2 J J 
+ 
•hb^ ® C„^i 
r am 
<?j 
0 
4^) 
0 
+ 
-^5-2(8)/, + 
^^^,1,1 /^^,1,2 
«2 hT, n,2,l 
[,(1) 
n,9+l 
0 
hT, n,2,2 
where each S"^ ^ ^ is a matrix whose entries are uniformly bounded. 
If we apply (3.21) recursively, we find that we have: 
(3.22) 
n 
n 
J=0 
I  — hCj^i  0 
0 rl  + 
h^S.  
hS. 
[7,1,1 1,211 
,-,2,1 ^Sj,2,2\l 
n 
+ E 
i=o 
J 
n 
k=Q 
XT 
4'' 
I-hCk,l  0 
0 r l  + 
^ -S'A;,1,1 /*'^t,l,2 
. ^"^^,2,1 /*^A;,2,2. 
—hh-'- (g) Cj^i  0 
0 
f 
J 
^2 J 
+ 
^^',2,1 ^^^7,2,2 J. 
+ ^ 4.1+1 
0 
where each is a matrix whose entries are uniformly bounded. By the lemma in 
Appendix B, for |r| < 1, the first product is 
^n,l,l %,1,2 
[hVn,2,l V\"y%+hv!^l2\ 
and the second is 
By the definition of kj and and the hypothesis and 6^^ are O and E(2) 
4') and hÉ^^"^ are O and 8. (1) n,g+l is 
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This allows us to rewrite (3.22) as: 
(3.23) 
^n,l,l %,1,2 M • 
'n+l 
1 
r—
1 
• 
r(2) 
l>'''Zna. 
" r '^',1,1 ''(9,1,2 
"A*^J+2Z„,3 + A'^/+3Z„,4 + a''/+2Z„,5 + ' 
ector whose entries are uniformly bounded. The sum is of the where each Zn,m is a v  
form 
n r 
;ào + k''«'+^Z„,13 + I' 
r>  
Since |r| < 
= 0 the above sum 
• + ''*'''2^,17 
h>=+'+^Z„^ig + 
5^,12 '' ' n \ -^h''I+^Z„^u. 
n . n . 
1, there exists M such that ^ |rpZ^ 14 < M %] |rp = 15, so 
i=0 ' j=0 ' 
becomes: 
for 
Thus we have 
4'ji ' 
L<+i,i .  
+ 
O + h^d+'^^ 
Since kg = min (k^,  k j  + l) ,  we then have 6^^ = ^^^^n,22 since = 0, and 
Qn is bounded, we may transform back to get 
•ft%Z„,22' 
0 
«n ^ 
ef) — Qn 
Thus, for 
en = Qn 
L -^-'J L u J 
linear uniform index 1 problems, the global iso(h' 'sY error 
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We now turn to the nonlinear problem. If in (3.17), we had not assumed the problem 
was linear, then there would be an additional term involving fin- We would then have 
had: 
(3.24) 
ên+1 = 
u j L u 
Ml - + 
0 
rg(i)i  
+ 
0 0
+ 
+ 
r^(i)  
0 
/g_l ® + _ 
+ h ® Ini 
0 
0 
F®/, 
0 •Iq—l ® Cn,l  
0 
"2 J 
+ ^On,l,l On,1,2 
^^^N,2,L 0^,2,2 J i? 
Now, assume that |êj^| < Ch^9 and that < Ch^9 ^ for k < n where C is 
independent of n.  We now show that for kg > 2, this implies that 
l&l < CA%, 
for h sufficiently small. 
PROOF: Let 5 = [|/g_i ® /n^I + \hiOn,l,l + ^ n,l,lI + l^n,l,2 + ^n,l,2l 
+10^,2,1 +  ^ ,2,11 + l^n,2,2 +  ^ ,2,21] then from 3.15 and using \e^\ < Ch^9, \8n\< 
Ch^9, and we have: 
\E'n\< 1^ n 
+ 5 + ^ |B-l8/„2l 12 + fc|a |I[CT%]. 
Now by 3.7, 
(3.26) |r,„|<[|Di| + |D2ll[2C'i*'»+AM||£^|] [2CA*^J + (1 + kM|)|Êi| 
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Combining 3.25 and 3.26 yields 
(3.27) 
< [s + ® /ngl [l^ll + IDgl] 
. [4c2a2% + 2Cfc% (1 + 2h\A\) + fc|4| (1 + AMI) 
(CA%)(2 + A|â|). + f5+i |B-l0j„2l 
(3.27) can be thought of as: 
(3.28) |Ê4| < /ft (|J'„|) + 6ft, 
where 5ft = [5+ S/ngi] (Ch''S)(2 + h\a\).  
If \È!^\ < Kh and h is sufficiently small, is contractive for kg > 2. does 
satisfy this requirement since to solve for we use Newton's method which converges 
provided the initial approximation is sufficiently accurate. This is the case since the 
initial approximation to j is j which satisfies 
= \y' i*n , j )  -  + y ' (^n-l , j )  -  K- l , j \  
Thus, using 3.28 recursively yields. 
l^n I < /a o 4 ° /a ° " 4 (l l) + 'a 
<t>h + D^h^S for kg > 2. 
Substituting for 6^ yields: 
\É^\  < ( |5"^ ® /ngl  + hs) (2 + A|a|) Ch^9- '^ + . 
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Thus 
|&|<(|Di|  + |D2|)[4c2A 
+ Chl'Q (1 + 2h\A\) (8) /n2l + hs) (2 + h\A\)ChJ'9-'^] 
+ \A\ (1 + /%M|) [[(|5"^ <8) /ngl + hs) (2 + h\a\)^ 
Collecting terms we arrive at 
Iml < 4C2|5-1 ® /ngl [l + ® /n2l] 
< 5C2|5-1|S-1 ® Jn2l [l + 0/n2l] 
< Ch^9 
OjL 1 
for h sufficiently small, since the coefficient oî  h 9 is independent of h and n. 
This can then be lumped in with the In terms in 3.24 since kg > 2. The remainder 
of the proof proceeds as in the linear case. 
By (3.7) we have 
^n,l 0 I 0 
0 0 K ,1  = ^n,l - 0 en» 
where we have just shown that \r\n\ < Ch^9. Thus, 
and 
.(2) _ :;(2) 
-n %V 
The only difference between (3.17) and (3.24) is the addition of some terms involving 
fjn- These terms have been shown to be of higher order than the Sn terms, and so they 
may be lumped together with the Sn terms. The remainder of the proof proceeds then 
as in the l inear  case yielding the same conclusion that  \en \  = 0(h^9y 
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4. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 
For a RK method whose matrix is lower triangular, [19] guarantees only 2^^^ order 
convergence for uniform index 1 systems. This dissertation originated from a search 
for such a method which would have a higher order of convergence for index 1 systems. 
We now exhibit such a method. 
Consider the 1 parameter family of methods: 
0 I 0 0 0 0 
2a I a a 0 0 
(4.1) 1 \ wi W2 Oi 0 
1 I Q' 
n ^2 ^3 a 
where the Wj and Zj are determined as functions of a by requiring that the Butcher 
conditions C(2) and B(3) hold. 
THEOREM 4.1. The above family of methods with 
= 1 — a — (1 — 2a)/Aa 
102 = (1 — 2a)/4a 
zi = (6q: - l)/12a 
Z2 = 1/ (12a(l — 2a)) 
= {1 — 3a)/ (3(1 — 2a)) — a 
and a ^ 0, g satisfy Butcher conditions C(2) and B(3). 
Each method in this family is consistent for constant coefficient problems of index 
1,2,3 and is convergent of order 3 for ODEs. 
For a 6 y,  g -j-  COS j  > these methods are A-stable.  
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PROOF: TO satisfy C(2) and B(3), the parameters must satisfy 
/I 1 0 0 o\ (wi^  
0 2a 0 0 0 W2 
0 0 1 1 1 n 
0 0 0 2a 1 ^2 (o 0 0 (2a)2 1/ \^3 /  
/  }  - « N  
2 
For a ^ 0, g, the coefficient matrix is nonsingular and the unique solution is that 
given in the statement of the theorem. For a = 0 or g, the equations are inconsistent 
and the conditions cannot be satisfied. 
Since the methods in this family satisfy C(2) and B(3) they are convergent of order 
3 for ODEs and by Theorem 2.5 they are all consistent for problems of index 1,2,3. 
The stability function R{z)  is defined to be the function such that when the method 
is applied to the problem y' = Ay, the step advance formula with stepsize h, reduces to 
Vn+l = R{hX)yn-
For a RK method, R{z)  = 1 + zh^[ I  — zA]~^ .  
By direct calculation, for members of this family 
1 (4.2) R(z)  =  
2(1 -
(" 
To show that these methods are ^-stable, we must show that 
2 4- (2 — 6a)z  + (6a^ — 6a + l ) z^  
I)-I + ( -2*3 + 6»^ -3a + 
||JZ(z)|| < 1 for Re(z) < 0. 
Since the only pole of jR(^) is at z = —, and a > y R{z)  is analytic in the left half of 
the  complex  p lane .  By  the  Maximum Modulus  Pr inc ip le  then ,  the  maximum of  R{z)  
in the left half plane occurs on the imaginary axis. This allows us to ensure A-stability 
by requiring that 
1 > ||A(,t;)|r for u € R. 
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One can show that 
1 > ||#'r)|r 
(4.3) 0 > f(a)v'^ + gia) 
where 
/(a) = -6 ^ o! - 0 ^ - ?« + l) 
and 
g{a)  = (24a3 _ 36*2 + 12 _ /3. 
Since the right hand side of (4.3) is a parabola in with vertex at r = 0, this cannot 
be bounded above by zero unless both /(a) < 0 and g(a) < 0. Examining the roots of 
f(a) and g(a), we find this to be the case for 
a G 1 1 v/3 / 7 r \  2 ' 2  3 V I 8 /  
So for a in this range, the methods are /1-stable. 
The following Corollary follows immediately from (4.2). 
COROLLARY. For the above family of methods, 
Roo= lim (A(z))= 
z->oo^ ^ " 6^3 
We now choose two particular methods from this family of methods, one which is 
L stable (A-stable and i2c>o = 0) the other consistent of order 2 for index 2 constant 
coefficient problems. For the remainder of this discussion, we refer to these 2 methods 
as A and B respectively. 
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3' 2 ^ cos j  and must satisfy For method A, a must be in the interval 
6a^ — 18a^ + Qa — 1 = 0. Such a root does exist and a = 0.4358665215. 
For method B, the conditions: 
and P'b~^^ = 3 
must hold. Using the identities in the proof of Theorem 4.1, for a method that is C(2) 
yields 
= 6^5-1(23) = e^_i ^ _i(2c) = 2, 
so all methods in this one-parameter family satisfy = 2. 
S a t i s f y i n g  ^ =  3  g e n e r a t e s  t h e  e q u a t i o n  
12*3 - 21a^ + 9a - 1 = 0. 
This is satisfied in the desired interval by 
7 , >/Ï3 ATT + COS ^ \ ^ 
—— — -i. —I /«/AG I ^ ^ I — 
3 
a = --l-—cos = 0.4038733771. 
This choice of a yields |iîoo| = 0.238 < 1, so the method is stable. 
We conclude with some computational examples. We use the following problems for 
illustration. In each one, the variables have been segregated so that those labelled "a;" 
are state variables and those labelled "y" are algebraic variables. 
PI: index 1, linear, time-dependent [19] 
0 
sin(t) 
(4.4) 
[%(o)i  _  r i  
,9(0)J -  [o. and 
'/(«)' 
4 i ' l  
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' x { t ) '  exp(—t) +1  sin(<) 
.%/(*). sin(<) 
The exact solution is 
P2: index 2, linear, time dependent [2] 
a; J = —e^xi + zg + + y - e ' 
(4.5) 
®2 ~ ®2 ~ 8in(<)zg + y — cos(<) 
xg = sin(<)z2 + X3 + sin(i)x4 + sin^(<) — e~' sin(<) 
= cos(()z2 + zg + sin(i)a:4 — e~^ (1 + sin(^)) — cos^(<) — é 
0 = ZI sin^(<) = X2 cos^(<) + (zg — e^) (sin(<) + 2 cos(<)) 
+ sin(i)(a;4 — e"~') (sin(i) — cos(<) — 1) - sin^(<) — cos^(<). 
[xi ,  0:2,0:3,0:5,  ?/](0) = [0,1,1,1,0] and 
= [1,0,1,-1,1].  
The exact solution is 
X I  =  s i n { t ) ,  X 2 = c o s { t ) ,  zg = 6^, 0:4 = 6 and y(<) = sin(<) J 
P3: index 2, nonlinear (the mathematical pendulum) [12] 
J 
*1 == *3 -- ^IV2 
J 
(4.6) 
*2 = *4 -- 22%2 
4 = -^1^1 
a^4 = -ym - 1 
0 = (1 -xf -a:|)/2 
0 = + Z2#4 
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[xi,x2,x^,x^,yi,y2] = [1,0,0,0,0,0] and 
= [0,0,0,-1,0,0] .  
P4: index 2, nonlinear trajectory problem; [2] for details see Appendix B. 
P5: index 3, the mathematical pendulum [a] 
x'l - zg 
®2 ~ 
(4.12) XG = —XJY 
= —X2V -  1 
0 = 4- 3^2 — 1. 
[a:i,Z2,Z3,Z4,!/] = [1,0,0,0,0] and 
= [0,0,0,-1,0]  
All five problems were solved using both methods A and B. The solution was com­
puted with a sequence of fixed stepsizes over the interval in order to observe the global 
convergence rate. Newton's method with the analytical Jacobian matrix was used to 
solve the implicit equations at each stage, iterating with a tolerance on the residuals 
of 10""^^. All computations were performed using double precision on an NAS 9160. 
Plots of the raw data may be found in Appendix C. 
On the last three problems, where the exact solution was unavailable or inconvenient, 
an approximation was computed by converting the system to one of index one and 
solving with DDASSL [7] with tolerance 10""^^. The results we observed are recorded 
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Tables 1 and 2. The labels on columns are 
the predicted order of the 
Uq (resp. k^) global error in the state 
(resp. algebraic) variables; 
the observed order of the 
kg (resp. k^) global error in the state 
(resp. algebraic) variables; 
Table 1: Predicted and Observed Orders of Convergence 
for Method A 
k^ k^ k^ k^ 
PI 3 3 3 3 
P2 3 3 2 2 
P3 3 3 2 2 
P4 3 3 2 2 
P5 <3 2 <1 1 1 
Table 2: Predicted and Observed Orders of Convergence 
for Method B 
k^ kg 
PI 3 3 3 3 
P2 3 3 2 3 
P3 3 3 2 3 
P4 3 3 2 3 
P5 <3 2 < 1 1 
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The predictions above for the index 1 problem PI came from Chapter 3. Notice that 
for both methods, all variables have 3"^^ order convergence, which is exactly the order 
of the method for ODEs. 
For the index 2 problems P2, P3, and P4, we extend the results of [2] to the case 
where the RK matrix is singular. The theory there is developed assuming a nonsingular 
RK matrix, however, these experiments suggest that such an extension is possible. The 
order of convergence for method B is even better than predicted and suggests that an 
even better result is possible. 
For the index 3 problem P5, the predictions are merely that the order of convergence 
for the different variables is not expected to exceed the order of convergence for a 
constant coefficient problem of the same index in which the differential and algebraic 
equations were separated. Notice that order reduction does occur for the differential 
variables because of the coupling with the algebraic equation, but the algebraic variables 
have the same order of convergence as for an uncoupled constant coefficient D/A system. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 
In this dissertation, we have removed the requirement that if a RK method is applied 
to a D/A system it must have a non-singular RK coefficient matrix. We have shown that 
the methods of special type are well defined when applied either to constant coefficient 
or uniform index 1 problems. 
For methods of special type, conditions on the method coefficients have been de­
rived that are sufficient for a specific order of convergence for constant coefficient D/A 
systems of any index and for uniform index 1 problems. 
Numerical experiments have shown that the results derived do hold and have shown 
that there is the possibility of similar results for problems of higher index problems 
using methods of this type. 
The dissertation was concerned with showing that methods of special type were well 
defined for D/A systems and deriving order conditions. The code used to perform the 
numerical experiments is not in a form to be distributed. Further work needs to be 
done in the areas of error estimation, stepsize control and the user interface. 
Error estimation may be possible by using an embedded scheme, such as the one 
presented. Error control for ODEs is primarily accomplished through stepsize control. 
For D/A problems one must know the index of the problem since the error is a function 
of both h and the index. It may be possible to monitor the index by monitoring the 
op ori  
condition number of the iteration matrix The norm of this matrix is 
0(1) while the norm of its inverse is approximately h~^ where v is the local index 
of the problem. Thus the logarithm of condition number of the iteration matrix is 
proportional to the local index of the problem. 
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8. APPENDIX A 
This theorem appears in corrected form from [2]. I wish to thank Kevin Burrage and 
Linda Petzold for allowing me to reprint it here. 
LEMMA. Let IIT = ^ where = NJ ® NJ identity, I2 = n2 x NG 
identity. Then 
P (^(%)) ~ (o(I) |r|^0(l) I  0(h) )  '  
J—1 
where 0{h)^ denotes a matrix whose elements are all bounded by a constant (which is 
independent ofn) times , and n < ^, and where the matrices 0(h)j may be different 
matrices. 
PROOF: By definition of 0(h) ,  we have | (K + 0(h) ) i j  | < where M = ^ + 
ahuu^, p — |r|, M =  ( 1 , 1 , ,  1 ) ^  =  ( ^ 2 , ^ 2 ) ^  €  R " l ' ^ " 2  a n d  w h e r e  a  >  0  i s  a  c o n ­
stant. Since |((iiC + 0(h))^)ij < (M^)ij, it is sufficient to show the results for the 
power of the single matrix M. 
Let A and x — denote, respectively an eigenvalue and eigenvector for M, so 
that 
ahuu^x = A . 
\P '^2 /  V^2/ 
Denoting = u^x\, 62 = «^Z2 so that u^x = 3]^ + «2' have 
Now there are three cases: 
1. Solutions with A = 1 must have 5^ 4- ^2 = 0, a?2 = 0, hence x = —(xj, 0)^ with 
u^xi = 0. Any vector in this (nj — l)-dimensional subspace is an eigenvalue 
for A = 1, 
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2. Solutions with \ — p must have 4- ^2 = 0, zj = 0, hence x = (0, ^ 2)^ with 
«^a;2 = 0. Any vector in this («2 — l)-dimensional subspace is an eigenvector 
for A = p. 
3. Solutions with A ^ 1 and \  ^ p must have 
= (A — + a2)%i 
p)~^oth{x i  + 52)«2* 
Nontrivial solutions must have 5^+52 0, and we are free to normalize x by 
sj + 52 = 1, so that 
= (A — 
a;2 = (A - p)~^ahu2, 
with 1 = u^xi  + M^Z2 = ckh(A — + ah(A — p) '~^n2.  The equation 
~ ^ quadratic in A. Denote the solutions by Aj^ = Ai(&), 
A2 = A2(/i), such that Ai(0) = 1, A2(0) = p.  It is easy to see that for small h,  
Aj = 1 + anih + O(h^) 
A2 = p + an2h f O(h^).  
Now we need to construct the nj + ^2 eigenvectors explicitly. The nj — 1 vectors 
for A = 1 can be obtained from the first - 1 standard unit vector e^- by projecting 
onto the subspace given by u^x-\^ = 0. Thus write 
^2 = - 1. 
rn 
Note that u"^ = 0, and these are linearly independent. Similarly, for the ^2 — 1 
vectors with A = /9, use the basis vectors ...,and project onto the 
subspace ^2 = 0 to obtain 
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Again, we have obtained linearly independent vectors with = 0. For A = Aj, 
take the vector obtained before with a sign change 
For A = A2, talce 
_ /(I  — A2)~^a/iui  \  /  0{h)  \  
"2 \(/> -  A2)~^a^U2/ \  
Now assemble the eigenvectors into a matrix 
T{} i )  — (vj , . . . ,  . . . ,  
which is nonsingular for sufficiently small h, and the eigenvalues into a diagonal matrix 
D(Ji) = diag(l, 1,..., 1, A^, ^ p^ "^2)' 
Hence MT{h)  =  T(h)D(h) ,  so that M = T(h)D(h)T(h) - ' ^  and M" = T(h)D(h)^T{h) - ' ^ ,  
where 
Dihf = diag(l, 1,1, Af, A§), 
\ ^= ( l  +  anih  +  0(h^)y  < + 0{h)  
A§ = / (1 + an2h/p + Oih^)) < + 0(A), 
where n < ^. Thus we can write 
y+OW, 
where Fj = diag(l, 1,..., 1, «/^(n)), ^ = diag(^",... ,/9",J2(n)), and |di(n)| < 
e°"l + 0(A), |d2(n)| = A>''e«"2/<' + 0(ft). 
Next write T(h)  = r(0) + 0(h) ,  with 
TJ-
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2i = Il — ^u iu^  — en^ , 
—1 7^ 
^2 ~-^2 ~ ^2 ^2^2 ~®^2®^2' 
T then T-j^ ^ = 7% — — enj«^. Similarly, we have Jg ^ ^ " "2®n2 ~ ^^2^2 
Now we can compute 
M" = [T(0) + 0(A)l[(^l + 0(&) MO)-! + 0(A)] 
- ( ' •  %)(? 4)( ' ' i  
- C'T" «V-) 
To compute Tj^FjT^ let /3i = d^(n) — 1 so that = diag(l, 1,..., 1,1+/)^) = + 
fil^nieny ThenT^Fj = Ti+^iTienie^^ = Ti-uie^^ andriFjT^"^ = /i + 
fiin^^uiu^. Similarly , 32^^^ = P^(^2 + where ^2 = <^2(^)/P^ ~ 
1 < e®"2/P 4- 0{h) .  Thus we have the desired result. 
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9. APPENDIX B 
This problem is referred to as P4 in Chapter 2. The problem is reprinted from [2]. 
Additional information on this problem may be found in [1]. 
= Vrsin(7) 
= y^cos('y)sin(^)/(rcos(A)) 
cos('y) cos(^)/r 
= —D/m — f l r s in (7)  
— cos(A) (sin(A cos(j4) 003(7) — cos(A) sin(7)) 
7' = i cos(/5)/(mVj2) + cos(7) {v^ / r  — /V^R + 20^ cos(A) sin(A) 
+ cos(A) (sin(A) cos(A) sin(7) + cos(A) 003(7))/Vji 
a' = isin(/?)/ (mVjicos('y)) + 003(7)sin(i4)tan(A)/r 
— 20jg (cos(A) cos(v4) tan(7) ^  sin(A)) 
+ cos(A) sin(A) sin(-4)/ (Vji 005(7)) 
0 = 7+1 + 9(^/300)2 
0 = A - 45 - 90(V300)2 
where 
r = H + ae 
ae = 20902900 feet, the earth radius 
g = n/r^, the gravity force 
// = .14076539E + 17 
% = .729211592? - 4 
m = 2.89053728, the mass of the vehicle 
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0 L = .^pCjjSV^^ the aerodynamic lift force 
p = .002378e~"®^/^^^^^, the atmospheric density 
= .Ola, the aerodynamic lift coefficient 
5=1, the vehicle cross sectional reference area 
m 
D ~ .5pCj^SV^^ the aerodynamic drag force 
Cp = .04 + .ic£, the aerodynamic drag coefficient 
The initial values for this problem are: 
H = 100,000 feet 
^ = 0° 
A = 0° 
= 12,000 feet/second 
7 = —1° 
A = 45° 
a = 2.672870042° 
p = -0.0522095861634°. 
The initial values for A', Vj^, 7' and are obtained by substitution in the 
first six equations. The values for a' and were supplied by private communication 
by Ben Leimkuhler and Kathy Brenan. These are supplied as: 
a' = -0.00013485648003 
/ = 0.01755930665008. 
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Note that in the equations above, variables 7, A, a, and ^ need to be changed to 
radian measure, however, the last two equations are expressed assuming 7 and A are 
in degree measure. Further the coefficient needs to be calculated with a in degree 
measure. 
This problem is to be integrated from < = 0 to 300. 
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10. APPENDIX C 
The following figures are graphs of the data collected from using RK methods A 
and B on problems PI to P5 as described in Chapter 4. The legend indicates the 
component for which the error is being plotted. Differential variables are shown as 
solid lines, algebraic variables as dashed lines. In figures C.lA and C.IB, the error in 
y is zero and is not plotted. In figures C.4A and C.4B the errors in the x2 and z4 are 
in the noise (around 10~^^) and are not plotted. 
The stepsize was decreased until it became evident that the accuracy was being 
limited by machine precision. The order results in Tables 1 and 2 in Chapter 4 are 
given, of course, by the slopes of these graphs. 
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